
Concrete Placer  
Assembly Instructions 

Tools Needed for Assembly: 

- 7/16” wrench (two) 

Parts Shipped with Unit: 

- Head 
- Handle with T-adapter:  aluminum, fiberglass or wood (not shown) 
- Bolt Bag for connecting head to handle 
- Optional:  Hook Hardware Kit, including spare hook 

For Concrete Placer Tool without Optional Hook: 

NOTE:  The T-adapter plate, which is mounted on the handle, is 
welded at an angle.  You may try different positions to determine the 
angle variation you desire. 

1. Align holes on end of handle with EITHER the top or bottom pair of
holes  

on placer head.
2. Insert two shortest bolts and use wrenches to tighten nuts.

For Concrete Placer Tool with Optional Hook: 

NOTE:  The T-adapter plate, which is mounted on the handle, is
welded at an angle.  You may try different positions to determine the 
angle variation you desire.  

1. Position head so teardrop edge of head is on top.
2. Align T-adapter with either pair of holes on head.
3. Align holes of hook on head (as shown) and insert appropriate bolts.
4. Use wrenches to tighten all hardware.

FULL WARRANTY 
All Seymour Midwest products carry a full warranty against manufacturer defects in quality and 

workmanship. Products which have been abused or worn out from normal use are excluded from this 
warranty. We reserve the right to replace or issue credit on an individual basis. 

REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST 
See Reverse Side PK90179
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CONCRETE PLACER REPLACEMENT PARTS 
 

 
    SP10054 Head-20” 
                   SA20097      Handle w/T-adapter assembly -60” aluminum  
        SA20144      Handle w/T-adapter assembly -66” aluminum  
                   SA20065      Handle w/T-adapter assembly -60” fiberglass w/ foam grip 
                   SA20087      Handle w/T-adapter assembly -60” wood w/ aluminum  
    sleeve 
                   SA20091  Handle w/ T-adapter assembly- 60” x 1 3/8” aluminum 

SA60005      Bolt bag: 3 bolts, 3 loc nuts (for connecting head to handle) 
                   SA60058     Hardware Kit:  2 hooks, 2 bolts, 2 loc nuts 
                  SP50084      Metal cap for aluminum handles #SA20097 & SA20144 
   

 


